
FACT FILE 
BASED ON Volkswagen Transporter T5 T32 
PRICES FROM £26,995 
CONVERSION ONLY FROM £10,000 
PRICE AS TESTED £32,995 
EXTRAS FITTED Diesel heating (£795). 
solar panel (£350). leather upholstery 
(£1,550). overhead and side lockers with 
LED lighting (£1,345). roof bars (£250) 

I TYPE APPROVAL Pe.imo 
DIMENSIONS 4.89m L. 1.90m W, 1.98m H 
BERTHS 4 
TRAVEL SEATS 4 
BED SIZES Lower 1.93m x 1.12m, 

I 

upper 2.00m x 1.30m 
MAXIMUM WEIGHT 3,200kg 
PAYLOAD 750kg (estimated) 
ENGINE 2-litre, 138bhp 

ABOUT ECOWAGON 
Ecowagon is a brand name of Northshore 
T4, which was founded six years ago. 
Boss. Kenny Green, admits he's produced 
more T 4 campers than T5s. half joking 
that he's been "messing around with 
campers for ten years now", then quickly 
adding, "But we're aiming for the highest 
standards." The line-up of models goes 

I 

through Economy, Day Van and Combo 
before you get to the Ultimate Explorer. 

MOTORHOME SUPPLIED BY 

says*** 
A very promising attempt to do things 
a bit differently. Sure, there are a few 
raw edges here, but these are partly 
outweighed by all the good ideas. 

S POTTED the Ecowagon in our pictures? although it has fitted a German SCA Deluxe rising backrest. Actual backrest height isn't as tall as it reconstituted product) trimwork, it all adds to the a fresh water carrier, leisure battery and single ga effective insulation material. 

Not from the front, perhaps, but definitely roof. It's the model with a slatted bed base that looks, either, although you can specify slot-in individuality. And yes, it does go particularly well cylinder. They're all placed together, where we'd Also among the fittings here is an MV heating 

from the back, with its tailgate open. That offers just that bit more bedtime comfort. head restraints - you'll need to if you're going to with the furniture finish. expect - indeed, insist - that at least the gas system using the diesel fuel upply, plus some 

lime green furniture is a real eye-opener. The rear seat is UK-sourced, though. From carry adults in the back. There's definitely a solid feel to that furniture, cylinder has a dedicated locker of its own, for especially neat LED lighting. Ecowagon says a 

There's plenty more out-of-the-box thinking Bristol specialist company, Smart Beds, it has a To complement the seating, the table is a Sequoia too. It's all made in-house by Ecowagon, with safety. The wardrobe looks like it lacks a hanging full conversion like this would set you back some 

here, although the floorplan plays it relatively particularly easy operation for converting from system, which has a twist-in pedestal leg for noteworthy aspects like the slight curve to the rail (or needs extra shelving), but Ecowagon £20,000, on top of the price of the base vehicle. 

safe with a standard furniture along the side and seating to the flattest of mattresses. It's longer excellent stability, with both the tabletop and leg section just inside the back door. reckons it never gets asked for such items - However, it offers conversions from around half 

rear bench seat/bed formula. than most, too, at 1.93m, albeit not as wide as stowing away behind the driver's seat. The swivels Meanwhile, the kitchen's focal point is a two- although, of course, it's perfectly happy to that price. 

This example is based on a TS with the highly it could be. for the cab seats are courtesy of Sportscraft. ring hob and sink from Can, with the latter to the accommodate such requests. Type Approval is pending on this model. 

desirable 138bhp engine and six-speed manual As ever, there's some compromise in the rear If you think you recognise that upholstery... left, but with the whole unit set as far towards the As ever, it's always worth asking questions Strictly speaking, converters of pre-owned TSs 

gearbox, with a cab that includes air-con, as well seat/bed. Here, the squab is rather short. However, well, the cloth insert is in fact an original Westfalia rear as possible - leaving a lot of marble-style about what's under the skin. In keeping with its don't need to go through any approval process, so 

as a stereo upgrade. the whole fitting has a really neat five-stage pattern from the German firm's bay-window worktop behind the driver's chair. focus on environmental ustainability, Ecowagon you can take it as a sign of any company that is 
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